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Dear Friends,
This year’s Impact Report is a testament to the
courage that runs deeply throughout the Genesis Club
community. When the pandemic raged on far longer
than any of us anticipated, we knew that it was not an
option to simply wait it out. It wasn't enough to hope
young adults would bounce back from the devastating
impact the pandemic was having on their lives. We could
not wait for the job market to improve. We could not
suspend colleague training because there were too many
restrictions, or ease up on our efforts to promote greater
equity and access to the Clubhouse among people of
color.
People living with a serious mental illness - many of
whom already live close to the margins and struggle to
find acceptance and opportunity - were left even more
vulnerable. Our members needed - and deserved - a
strong, fully-engaging work-ordered day, access to
meaningful work, and a way to connect with friends,
therapists, their families, and each other.
Working together, members and staff reevaluated
almost every aspect of our services to make them even
more accessible. Young Adults helped us redefine
community and reach out to other young people using
technology. Haley, a young adult who joined during the
pandemic, shares her story, which speaks to the
importance of finding a community that feels like home.
When transitional employment jobs shut down, we
worked with members to identify new employers while
remaining in regular communication with our long-time
partners. We helped members prepare to re-enter the
COVID-19 workplace. Bill’s story is a great example of how
our employment services provide so much more than a
paycheck.
We hope you enjoy this report and hope, like us, you
are proud to be part of this remarkably resilient and
courageous community!

OUR VISION
Our vision is that all people living with a
mental health condition are respected
and enjoy meaningful lives as full and
equal members of society.

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to ensure Genesis Club
members have access to meaningful
employment, healthy lifestyles, safe
housing, and education and find

genuine belonging, friendships, and
purpose.

OUR VALUES
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Dignity and Respect
Partnership

Integrity and Accountability
Quality and Innovation
Leadership

Hope and Resilience
Lisa Brennan
Executive Director

Jeff Gopin
President, Board of Directors

Membership

heart of the Clubhouse

Standard 7 of the International Standards for Clubhouse Programs says that
“The Clubhouse provides an effective reachout system to members who are
not attending, becoming isolated in the community or hospitalized.” During

the pandemic Genesis Club stepped up its outreach and as a result, 122 new
members joined Genesis Club. Many new members were between the ages
of 18 and 25, which is consistent with the national trend of young people
being disproportionately impacted by COVID-19.

Our membership is diverse, however we know that the traditional mental

health systems do not always meet the needs of people from racially diverse
communities. To that end, we have been systematically reaching out to new

communities in non-traditional ways, building new relationships with leaders
from communities of color, and listening carefully to how mental health

needs are discussed and how we can respond. We are determined to create
a culture within our Clubhouse where all people with mental health

conditions, regardless of ethnic and racial backgrounds, sexual orientation,

892

members engaged with
the Clubhouse

122

new members
enrolled

84

Inactive members
reconnected with the
Clubhouse

gender identity and physical disabilities, feel welcome, safe, and supported.

169

members received housing support

During the peak of the pandemic, Genesis Club generated or
renewed existing leases and ensured members had stable

housing. When HUD (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development) allowed providers to opt out of providing home

visits during the pandemic, we declined, and instead found ways
to help members move with little or no contact. We helped
members conduct housing searches and negotiate with

landlords throughout the pandemic. We are pleased to report

that 2021 saw the highest housing retention rates in the history of
the Clubhouse.

Brittany, a member since 2017, holds the keys
to her apartment secured through Genesis
Club's housing program after experiencing
long periods of homelessness.

A Community of Support:

Bill's Story

I struggled with depression, anxiety and negative self-

esteem ever since I was in middle school. I struggled with

self-care, which made making friends difficult. I also had a
learning disability. When I graduated from high school it
was a big relief knowing that that part of my life was

behind me. Little did I know that school work was going to
be the least of the challenges that lie ahead.

After high school, I did what many young people do and
went to college. But because I didn't have a strong

academic foundation, or a strong belief in myself, much

less a career path, I floundered. I went to a very dark place,
one that I didn't escape from for quite some time. Things

looked very bleak. But sometimes you have to reach what
you think is the end in order to find a new beginning.

I was in a mental health program for a while but seemed
to be just treading water. I needed something else. I

needed hope, and I found it at a place called Genesis Club.
Not only did I find hope, but I found things I didn’t even

know I needed: a community of people who had a shared
lived experience; opportunities for employment; and

people who believed in me when I didn't believe in myself.
But the best thing I found at Genesis Club was self-

confidence. I also came to understand that recovery from
mental illness is possible, and that I can set goals and
dreams and actually realize them.

Today, I work full-time at a local retail store and have

management responsibilities. I have true friends, a social
life, and a supportive family. I am part of a training team

and serve on the Board of Directors at Genesis Club. One
of the things I like doing most is sharing my story and
helping others find their way out of that dark place.

If you're struggling with mental health issues, or know

someone who is, please know that there is hope for the

future, even if things feel hopeless at the moment. Do not
wait to reach out, ask for help. For me, Genesis Club and

other accredited clubhouses are an important resource for
people with mental health conditions trying to find hope

and recovery. Reach out, because I'm not the only one who
can have the life they've always wanted. You can too.
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Employment Services

more than a paycheck

Even as the labor market showed signs of

recovery in 2021, employers struggled to find

enough workers to fill positions, particularly in
the service industry. A record number of

employers reached out to Genesis Club. They

learned what we knew all along: members who
are ready to work bring the skills, motivation
and reliability employers need for a strong
workforce.

We see employment as not just an option but
an expectation. Holding a job and earning a

living are important ways people engage with
others in society – ways that are vital to their

recovery from mental illness. Our Employment

Services program seeks to secure and provide
job opportunities to help members transition

back into the world of competitive employment,
with our support and at their own pace.

168

members in the workforce

17

transitional employment
positions

29

supported employment
positions

122

independent employment
positions

121,988

total hours worked

Jeff Flibbert, placement manager, and Yadi
Pedraza, Genesis Club member, working in the
medical file room at Adcare Hospital, a long-time
employment partner.

$1,810,094
earned in competitive
wages

The Impact of Employment:

Cheri's Story

When I first heard about Genesis Club, I didn't want

anything to do with it. I was a rebel back then. But I also

realized I wasn’t getting anywhere in my life. I wanted to
get back to work so I interviewed for a transitional

employment (TE) job at the Department of Mental Health.
It was wonderful. I liked the people I worked with and felt

like I was needed. I wasn’t sure I could work full-time while
managing all of my mental health and doctor's

appointments. But slowly I began to feel more confident.
After securing a job and an apartment, the stability I felt

didn't last long. I woke up one night to some noise and saw
a fire truck ladder leaning against my building. I had to

escape because the building was on fire. I worked with my
case manager at the Department of Mental Health to find
a new apartment and collect my things that hadn’t been

consumed by the flames. Genesis Club helped me move
into my new apartment. They have been like a family to
me.

When I landed on my feet after the fire, I started in another
TE position at Saint Gobain, helping to run the company
store when COVID hit. The store had to close due to the

pandemic. So I worked with Genesis Club and we found a
job at JYL Transportation Company. The recruiter met me
at Genesis Club for the interview. I knew my friends and

the staff in the unit were there supporting me through the
process.
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work to my own apartment. I’m even playing my bass
guitar again. And I know if I hit hard times, or if my

symptoms get to be too much, folks at Genesis Club will
have my back.

Young Adults

created community

Over the last year, we listened closely to what young adult
members were telling us. It was clear that they were

looking for what the pandemic took away: a sense of
community. Belonging to a stigma-free community

where they can talk openly about their treatments, build

relationships with others who understand, and build their
lives was what they needed and wanted most. Sixty-six

young adults engaged in services at the Clubhouse. They
met via Zoom, Facebook Live, Slack, Discord, and of

course, in-person. They talked about their goals, their

dreams, college, career, family, relationships, music, art,

and the state of the world. It was important that they had

a variety of in-person and virtual spaces to meet and talk
about something other than their medication or

diagnosis. In October they launched their own YouTube

channel as a way to reach out to other young adults who
might be struggling.

The Clubhouse model is designed to integrate a person's
medication and clinical treatments with the social and
vocational opportunities available at the Clubhouse.

Members who are actively engaged in the Clubhouse

reduce their chances of hospitalization, and increase their
sense of connection and wellbeing.

66
active young adults

Find Genesis Club Young Adults on Social Media:
TikTok: @yagenesisclub
Instagram: @yagenesisclub
YouTube: @GcYoungAdults

If you'd like to learn more about our Young Adult services, you can email the Young Adults: youngadults@genesisclub.org

A Young Adult Perspective:

Hayley's Story

I heard about Genesis Club when I was in
the hospital. I get really anxious about
going to new places so it took awhile to get
up the courage to actually come here. On
my first day I took a tour and then went
straight into the Young Adult Committee
meeting. Everyone introduced themselves
and said how long they had been a
member. When it was my turn, I said, “Hi, I’m
Hayley and I’ve been a member for thirty
minutes.” That broke the ice and I spent the
rest of the day at the Clubhouse. Everyone
was so welcoming, I didn’t want to leave.
I was at a point in my life where I didn’t feel
like I had a purpose or any direction. I
wasn’t doing much of anything. I love that
there’s so much to do at the Clubhouse
and that people will help you to learn things
you don’t know how to do. There are so
many people at the Clubhouse who were
willing to help not just me but all the
younger members, figure out ‘adulting’
things.
Last fall, the young adults I knew were really
depressed. It was super frustrating to see
things slowly open up, and then shut down
again so fast. We were afraid to start new
jobs or go to school. I got a job offer but
turned it down because I thought with the
pandemic the company would just shut
down anyway.
As for school, I was adamant when I
graduated from high school that I would
never go back to school. Ever! Then, I
started coming here and people would ask
how I felt about education. Eventually, I
joined a small group on a visit to
Quinsigamond Community College and I
really liked it. Now, I'm enrolled in classes
ber for
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child with his schoolwork from home.
'Hi, I’m H
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It’s hard to describe how supportive this
community is. It doesn't matter if I am away
from the Clubhouse because of school or
work, or whatever. When I come in, I feel at
home. And for me, that means a lot.
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Education Services

supported students in new ways

College enrollments plummeted during the

pandemic. Shutdowns and remote learning

left many students feeling isolated, hopeless,

and mentally unwell. Many chose to suspend
or abandon their studies altogether.

49

members engaged in
education services

The national dropout rate for undergraduate
college students in 2021 was 40%. During the
same time period, only 17% of Genesis Club

students did not complete the academic year.
The top reported reasons for dropping out

were financial pressures and mental health

challenges. Genesis Club members were not
strangers to these challenges but with the
unique support available through the

Clubhouse, most were able to overcome

26

students enrolled in
college or vocational
programs

them.

83%

students completed a
full academic year

$9,300
Billy, Genesis Club member, received his
intent to graduate letter from Worcester
State University. In May, 2022 Billy will
graduate with a Bachelor's degree in
Business Administration and Management.

Scholarship dollars*
granted in 2020-2021
academic year
*Scholarships are made possible through
the generosity of the Sidney R. Baer, Jr.
Foundation

Older Adults

stayed connected

256

older adult members
connected with the
Clubhouse
During the past year older adults connected

with and supported each other in new ways.
Genesis Club provided members with
technology such as iPads, laptops, or

extended data packages, to help them stay
connected at the height of the pandemic.
Tech support was also available to help

members feel confident accessing their

telehealth appointments or Zoom in from

home to help with work of the Clubhouse.
Yet, many members preferred the "old-

fashioned" telephone call, so they could talk

with ease with other members or staff about
how they were feeling, how to find the

nearest COVID-19 vaccine or testing clinic,

or simply learn what was happening at the
Clubhouse.

As the pandemic began to show signs of
subsiding, the enthusiasm to meet in-

person was evident. With masks on, we

resumed weekly Older Adult Committee

meetings and monthly socials back at the
Clubhouse.

A group of older adults attend in-person and
remotely, the Positive Aging class, a Clubhouse
class to help people flourish.

Aging after or with a psychiatric illness has

special challenges. That is why we created a
Clubhouse class in partnership with Dr. Lydia
Ogden, Ph.D. and professor at Simmons

University in Boston, to help older adult members
feel their best as they age.

Members and staff over 55 participated in this
twelve-week course focused on helping

participants create a positive mindset, practice
forgiveness and gratitude, and build healthy

relationships. In a time when many older adults
transition out of the workforce and lose

professional and social connections. This shift in

thinking has proven to help people feel their best
and discover new ways to engage with each
other and the world.

Wellness

inspired new conversations

In the past we have measured our impact on the

wellness of members by the number of collective
steps taken during the course of a week, or the

number of members who participated in a local 5K
race. This year however, wellness took on a new

dimension. While these are still important activities,
COVID-19 prompted us to incorporate wellness
more broadly across the Clubhouse.

Wellness this year meant helping members book
their COVID-19 vaccination appointments and

booster shots, access test kits, and connect to

private telehealth appointments using Genesis

Club technology if needed. It meant infusing good
nutrition and healthy aging discussions into our

Clubhouse with the help of Professor Lydia Ogden
and UMass Mind. When it was safe to do so we

returned to the Greendale YMCA for the supported

Genesis Club was proud to partner with

our friends at UMass Mind, a program of
the Psychotic Disorders Research

exercise program and in-person road races,

Program, under the direction of Dr.

how we promote wellness.

to offer Food for Thought, a six-week

because staying active will always be a part of

Xiaoduo Fan. We were pleased to be able
nutrition education series presented by

UMass Chan Medical School students in
collaboration with Genesis Club.

Participants learned what it means to eat

mindfully, how to make healthy selections
at the grocery store on a limited budget,
the benefit of eating foods from across
the color spectrum of the rainbow, and

the newest research on foods which may
ease symptoms of serious mental health
conditions.
Anders, Harlinz and Otimah(left to right, front) help members
of the Massachusetts National Guard deliver 2,500 COVID-19
test kits to the Clubhouse. Genesis Club was one of many
organizations that received kits from the Massachusetts
Executive Office of Health and Human Services in partnership
with the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health.

Our Training Center

met the needs of clubhouses
worldwide

11

In the uncertain early days of the pandemic, we put our
Clubhouse training program on hold. It soon became

apparent however, that travel and gathering restrictions
were not going away any time soon. There were people
living with serious mental health conditions who were

depending on their Clubhouses – Clubhouses that were

virtual and in-person
trainings offered

operating, but needed the tools to strengthen their
services.

Genesis Club pioneered the first fully virtual comprehensive
training in the Clubhouse world, offering two sessions in

late 2020 and eight more in 2021. We helped Clubhouse

100

colleagues trained

colleagues better understand the International Standards,

put them into action, and create action plans to make their
Clubs even stronger. In October, when we felt it was safe to
do so, we resumed in-person training, and ran two
additional sessions before the end of the year.

41

clubhouses trained

Genesis Club and ABI - a new initiative: In collaboration with Cindi Johnson, Executive Director
of Side by Side Brain Injury Clubhouse (Atlanta, GA), Genesis Club developed a training

program for administrators of clubhouses designed specifically for people with Acquired Brain
Injury in Massachusetts. This initiative, sponsored by the Massachusetts Rehabilitation

Commission, is part of a statewide effort to expand services for people with traumatic brain
injury based on the Clubhouse model of rehabilitative recovery.

Financial Report
GENESIS CLUB, INC.

REVENUE
2.8% 2.8%
Dept. Mental Health,
MA Rehabilitation Commission

12.6%

Individual Donations
(Building Dreams, Tribute
Gifts, Falmouth Road Race)
Grants/Foundations

18.3%
Program Revenue

63.5%
Bequests

EXPENSES
9.2%

Administration

4.7%

Occupancy

4.7%

Contracted Services

11.3%

Program Supplies/Materials

70.1%

Wages, Benefits, and Taxes

To view Genesis Club's most recent financial audited statement, visit our website at
www.genesisclub.org

Investing in our Services

sharing your impact

Foundation Supporters
Agnes M. Lindsay Trust

Albert W. Rice Charitable Foundation

Bay State Savings Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Berkshire Bank Foundation, Inc.
Fallon Health Plan

Fred Harris Daniels Foundation
The Fletcher Foundation
George I. Alden Trust

George A. Ramlose Foundation

Greater Worcester Community Foundation, Inc.
Hillis Family Foundation

Melvin S. Cutler Charitable Foundation

People’s United Community Foundation
Reliant Foundation, Inc.

Special thanks to The Health Foundation of Central
MA for their generous support that made the
creation of our virtual clubhouse possible.

Schwartz Charitable Foundation
Sidney R. Baer, Jr. Foundation

Saint Francis Community Health Care, Inc.

The Health Foundation of Central Massachusetts
TJX Corporation

Webster Five Foundation

Hanover Insurance Group Foundation
Stoddard Charitable Trust

Wyman-Gordon Foundation

A Word about Communications & Fundraising
In an effort to reduce our dependence on government funding and increase our

ability to be responsive to the emerging needs of the Clubhouse, we added a fulltime Development Associate to our team. The generosity of the Hillis Family

Foundation made this critical step in our growth possible. We invite you to follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. If you prefer email updates, you can sign up
for G! News, a short, periodic update celebrating member milestones and
important mental health news.

Our Supporters

Building Dreams Campaign

Ambassadors

($1,000-$10,000)

Agnes Hagopian

Jeff and Jennifer G. Hall
Patrice Muchowski
Thomas Manning

Trustmark Companies

Advocates
John Archibald
Martha Ashe

($1,000-$4,999)

Jeffrey Geller, M.D.

Ruth Osterman

Paula Goodenough

Vincent Osterman

David Grenon

Judy Powell

Joan Bertrand

Jeff and Denise Gopin

Charlotte Bramley

Hillis Family Foundation

Probus Club of Worcester

Matthew Cooney

Luke Knowles

Gail Randall

Keith Bodin

Edwin Carlson

Walter Cunningham

Michael and Suzanne Eisner
Allen Fletcher
Patricia Forts

Michael Kilcoyne
Ann Lisi

Thoru Pederson

Robert Ramaska
Shelley Rodman

Sonia Maclay

Rabbi Steven Schwartz

George and Karen Moore

Christine Visminas

Katherine and John Metzger
NAMI Central MA

Kathleen Sweeney

Jack Ross, President of NAMI Central MA, makes a donation
on behalf of the Chapter to Genesis Club and enjoys a cup
of coffee with Lisa Brennan, Executive Director.

Our Supporters

Building Dreams Campaign

Allies
Colleen Abrams
Alexion Pharmaceuticals
Sarah Amour
Christine Bakutis
Janet Balsley
Kerri Baronowski
Gail Barrell
Melody Beach
William Beck
Una Belau
Barbara Bell
Mary Benjamin
Gary Betters
Norman Bitsoli
Nicholas Blanks
Douglas Blom
Nicholas Bodin
Jane Boggs
Joshua Bolduc
Kathleen Bollerud
Roy Bourgeois
Karin Branscombe
Diane Brazelton
James Brennan
Lisa Brennan
Lucia Brescia
Lyndsay Brown
David Bunker
Bob and Anne Bureau
Colin Burdett
Wanda Cantlin
Candy Carlson
Charlie Cary
Jonathan Case
John Casey
Erin Casey
Lisa Casillo
Pamela Champagne
Harriette Chandler
Patrick Cheever
Rokea Chowdury
Robert Clarke
Michael Clifford
Clubhouse International
Cold Tech, Inc.
David Collins
Brad Collins
Susan Collins
Patricia Colonies
Bruce Condon
Catherine Coppinger
Joel Corcoran
Carol Cormier
Joseph Costa
Douglas Cote
Country Bank
Christine Crepeault
Kelsey Crisostomo
Kathryn Crockett
Sarah Cronin
James Cunningham
Marianne Cutler
James Damiano
Alzenir DaSilva
Tiffany Daugherty
Karen Daviau

Kim Dawkins
Herbert Dean
Karen Debenham
Arlene Dechesser
Emily DeGray
(Homebridge Financial Services)
David Delano
Saint Cyr Dimanche
Sherri DiReda
Kayla Dombrowski
Philip Dombrowski
Mary Donovan
Jon Dooley
(Greendale Physical Therapy)
Richard Dooley
Anne Dopp
Michelle Drumm
Tim Duffy
William Dufresne
David Eisenberg
Rachel Eisner
Alexandra Ettis
Patricia Fallon
Xiaoduo and Emily Fan
Vida Farrar
Eliot Fine
Cheryl Finney
Susan Fish
Elaine Fisher
Matthew Fisher
Caroline Franke
Cecelia Franzini
Gregory Friel
Kathleen Froess
Joshua Froimson
Molly Gain
Gerald Galicki
Joyce Gamache
June Gasperski
David Gaudette
Lee Gaudette
(Gaudette Insurance Agency)
Don and Claudia Gauthier
Christine Gentile
Francis George
James George
(Boulevard Diner)
Roger Germain
Stephanie Gigliotti
Catherine Golisz
Kathleen Golisz
Susan Gonet
Sandra Goodenough
Steve Goodenough
Julia Goodwin
Cindy Gordon
Daria Grisanzio
Timothy Guisti
Jeffrey Hadzima
Martha Hammel
Suzanne Hannigan
Steven Hass
Olivia Hatch
Robert and Marilyn Helfenbein
Kristen Hemenway
John Henry

Up to $999
Elaine Hill
James Hogan
Sam Hokkanen
Sarah Holden
Lisa Hovsepian
Valerie Huard
James Hubert
Faith Hurwitz
Erica Huskey
J. Anthony Irsfeld
Mark Israel
(Israel Real Estate Co.)
Douglas Jackson
Jenny Jeliffe
Jha Younis, Inc.
Ashley Johnson
Matthew Johnson
Victor Johnston
Brett Kays
Deanna Keaney
Theresa Keaney
John Keenan
Lee Kellogg
Kevin Kelly
Karen Kennedy
Prasanna Kidambi
Diane Kilcoyne
Thomas Kilcoyne
Jennifer Knowles
Felicia Kokernak
Fred Koza
Lewis Krinsky
Christopher LaFlamme
Vyky Lam
Karen Lamarche
Anne Laverty
Kristine Lawwill
Annie Le
Paul Ledoux
Kristen Lepare
Paul Letourneau
Kathy Leveille
Fredda Levine
Laurel Levine
Suzanne Lewandowki
Chuck Lidz
Elliot Linz
Joseph Loiselle
Suzanne Longone
Morgan Louchen
Coralina Ludden
Ronald & Heather Lufkin
Karen Lyons
Richard MacGregor
David Maciewski
Korin Maille
Sharon Maloney
Donald Maloney
Kathryn Manning
Michael Martignetti
Gabrielle Martin
Heide Martin
Judith Maruca
Daniel Massarelli
Tod Masterman
Robin Maya

Stephen Mayo
Barbara Marzinky
Jane McAuliffe
Lisa McCool
Jane McCrory
Alice McGinley
Lisa McGriff
Colleen McKay
William and Jana McKeever
Joseph McNamara
Barbara Medoff
Lindsay Mellan
Peter and Elizabeth Mena
Sean Minahan
Edith Morgan
John and Bonnie Morin
Sharon Morrissey
Jennifer Mulherin
Kathy Murray
Melinda Napolitano
Cheryl Nassir
Stefanie Natoli
Arthur Nelson
Dave Nelson
Michael Nelson
Pabitra Neupane
Josephine Nigro
Joseph Novak
ONEHOPE Foundation
(Heather Schnitz and Melissa Meier)
Brendan O'Neill
Open Sky Community Services, Inc.
Richard Ordung
Olivia O'Toole
Jan Patterson
Lee, Kristin, and Mark Pearson
Rachel Pearson
Matthew Perrone
Joe Petty
Stephen Erban and Catherine Phillips
Michael Pierce
Erin Piermarini
Alex Pimental
Erica Ploof
Ron Plourde
Ricardo Portal
Virginia Powell-Brasier
Michelle Power
Ann Proko
Ann Pugliese
Diedre Quealey
Mary Quill
Robert Reinhart
Edward Reitz
Ellis Reynolds
Mary and Roger Riani
Rachel Riani
Mike Rice
Chris Richards
Joan Riendeau
Natalie Rivard
Robert Conway Living Trust
Rodes Charity Fund
John Rondeau
Sean Rose
Alison Rosenberg

Anthony Rosevicius
Jack Ross
Phillip and Carol Russell
Diane Russo
Kelly Rynearson
Ed Sanborn
Steven Scarcello
Jeffrey Scherz
Maria Schoff
Nancy Schrock
William Schroeder
Caitlin Schubert
James Schuele
Pat Senior
David Seltz
Joanne Sharac
Stephen and Hazel Shaughnessy
Shaw's Supermarket
Susan Sheperd
Sandra Shlapak
Carly Shrier
Charles Slatkin
Carol Smith
Dan Smith
Paige Smith
Marta Solof
Laura Spear
Nancy Stangle
Cheryl Stevens
Stop and Shop
Heather Tanashian
Steve Taviner
Travis Thomson
John Tolka
Andrew Toth
Peter Travisano
Alisa Trial
Tuck Away at Global Village Farm
Tufts Health Plan Foundation
Kelly Valdovinos
Noah Velten
Elizabeth Venuti
Truong Vo
Hailey Walker
Kathleen Walker
Trevor Watson
Aubrey Waz
Tina Wells
William Wetherell
Michael Whitman
Adele Wilcox
Jeffrey and Kathleen Winacoo
Elizabeth Woods
Kim Wykes
Milt Yanofsky
Jack Yatsko
Amel Younis
Duaa Younis
Hani Younis
Jibrael Younis
CeCe Yuan
Sherry Yuan

Special Recognition

friends remembered

Kevin L. Bradley Memorial Fund

The Falmouth Road Race

Bethany Cavanagh

This Year

Susan Collins

Seventeen staff, members and friends of

Ismael Gonzalez

Genesis Club participated in the Falmouth

Mel Greenberg

Road Race - At-Home Edition. Our team

Elaine Hill

included avid walkers, joggers, hikers and

Ann Lisi

cyclists. Together we completed over 19 miles

Aidan Bradley Murphy

and raised $8,132. We run to break the stigma

Thoru Pederson

that surrounds mental illness and to honor

Kelley Rice

the advocates who have gone before us.

Chris Richards

Nancy Stangle

Cheryl Stevens
Sharon Sudar

Brittany Sudar
Elaine Terlizzi

Lisa Tuomivaara

The Kevin L. Bradley
Memorial Fund, established
in 2017, ensures that
members have access to
Genesis Club services at no
cost. Thank you for helping
us to continue Kevin's
legacy.

Looking Ahead
We are thrilled to be planning for the 50th
anniversary of the Falmouth Road Race in

August 2022. We have secured 40 bibs and
will be in-person as a charity team in this
prestigious race. If you are interested in
running with Team Genesis, email
training@genesisclub.org.

Memorial Gifts
Elaine Barrows Memorial
Douglas Blom

Evan Gerrard Memorial
Lyndsay Brown

Dennis McCrory Memorial
Jane McCrory

Kitty Berthiaume Memorial
Luke Knowles

Lee Hammel Memorial
Martha Hammel

Patricia McNamara Memorial
Don Bulens

Christopher Bramley Memorial
Charlotte Bramley

Katie Hicks Memorial
Catherine Golisz
Kathleen Golisz

Virginia Menegoni Memorial
Joan Riendeau

Thomas H. Collins Memorial
David Collins
Doris Fisher Memorial
Thoru Pederson
Robert Flagg Memorial
Carly Shrier

Andrew Laverty Memorial
Anne Laverty
Daniel F. McAuliffe Jr. Memorial
Jane McAuliffe
Barbara Medoff

Dr. Thomas O’Connor Memorial
Daniel Massarelli
Jane Ann Rondeau Memorial
John Rondeau

Board of Directors
GENESIS CLUB, INC.

OFFICERS
Jeffrey H. Gopin, President | Saint Gobain
Abrasives

The Legacy Club
"In 2021 we received the second and
final installment of an extraordinarily

Kathie Metzger, Vice President

generous gift from the Estate of

Jeffrey Hall, Treasurer | LPL Financial

allows us to meet some immediate

William Beck, Secretary | Genesis Club

Sherman and Elaine Olson. This bequest
capital needs, but more importantly
helps us ensure that Genesis Club

OFFICERS AT-LARGE

services are responsive, inclusive and

Robert Bureau | Resiliency Solutions

needs them."

remain free of charge to anyone who

Walter Cunningham | Clubhouse

- Jeff Hall, Treasurer

International

Patrice Muchowski, Sc.D. | Adcare
Hospital

You have the power to continue supporting
Genesis Club even after your lifetime. By

DIRECTORS

naming Genesis Club as a beneficiary in
your will, trust, retirement fund, or life

insurance, you can create your legacy and
Lisa Casillo | Edward Jones

Patricia Forts | Director, Point32 Health
Jeffrey L. Geller, M.D. | UMass Dept. of
Psychiatry

Olivia Hatch | Genesis Club

help advance our mission. There is no
minimum gift requirement.

Talk with your legal or financial advisor to

make your legacy designation. And, if you

Thomas Manning | UMass Medical School

are willing to share your intentions with us,

Truong Vo | Cordant Health Solutions

confidentially, please contact Lisa Brennan

(retired)

or would like to discuss your plans
directly today by emailing

LBrennan@genesisclub.org or calling (508)
831-0100.

Join the Legacy Club today!

Thank you!

let's stay connected

Thank you for being part of our community. Together, we will continue
to provide opportunities for people living with serious mental illness.
Stay connected with us so we can continue to share the stories you help
make possible.
Genesis Club House, Inc

@GenesisClub

@genesisclubinc

Genesis Club, Inc

